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Convening your grantees and networks: 
Day-long workshop on tools and techniques for facilitating 

participatory meetings that foster collaboration

How often do you bring your grantees together or wish you 
could? NGO leaders often comment that funders’ convening 
power and overview of the whole sector are among their 
strongest assets and that the environmental sector needs 
stronger collaboration to be more effective.

This one day workshop, which is embedded in the Art of 
Hosting, is designed to help funders develop the tools and 
practices necessary for leading participatory conversations 
that foster collaboration and co-creation amongst their 
grantees, partners and networks.

The day will include a combination of teaching, doing and 
reflecting. It will be a chance not only to learn about process 
but to work with your own questions about collaborative 
funding models. We intend for participants to come away 
with new tools models, experience and confidence for 
fostering creativity, collective intelligence and collaboration 
within their networks. 

‘To make [collaborations] 
more effective, the funding 
community could help “co-
ordinate the movement” 
by providing collaborative 
platforms between NGOs 
(such as retreats). We all 
have a broadly shared 
purpose and ways of going 
about it, if we spent more 
time learning about and 
from each other we could 
achieve more.’
Quote from EFN’s 2016 
Pulse survey of UK 
environmental chief 
executives



Join this funders-only workshop to 

• Learn how to design and harvest lively engaging 
participatory sessions, everyday meetings, workshops and 
conferences with your grantee networks

• Explore how to use dialogue tools and processes that 
allow new ideas and strong collaboration to emerge: Open 
Space, World Cafe, Appreciative Inquiry.

• Develop an understanding of different worldviews and 
models that support greater collaboration and participation.

• Use the opportunity to focus on practical challenges 
you face around collaboration and leadership and identify 
potential solutions with other funders.‘This is the best training I 

have had in the 20 years 
I have worked in the 
European Commission.’
Senior manager in the 
European Commission

‘Since 2008 Art of Hosting 
has been transformative 
in how we bring people 
who are working for the 
common good together.’
Mike Love, trustee,  
Seedbed Funding Trust

Cost 
£170 

We do not wish the fee to be a barrier to attending, so 
please be in contact with us if you wish to negotiate a 
lower fee to attend. 

The cost covers all material in the workshop including tea 
and coffee. Participants can bring their lunch or there are 
plenty of good lunch places nearby. 

Venue 
Psychosynthesis Trust
92 - 94 Tooley Street London SEI 2TH 

Time 
9.30 - 17.00 

To register
pLease ContaCt: 
FLorenCe MiLLer 
FLorenCe@greenFunders.org
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Trainers 

Linda Joy Mitchell 
A Steward of the Art of Hosting with 35 year experience of 
organisational and people experience, Linda has worked with 
the United Nations and European Commission designing and 
supporting large scale citizen engagement and participatory 
conferences. Linda also supports social change activists in the 
UK, Spain, China and Kenya. 

www.LindajoyMitCheLL.org.uk

Jen Morgan 
An independent change consultant and co founder of the 
Finance Innovation Lab in partnership with WWF. Jen 
designs and hosts participatory meetings, retreats and 
workshops at the nexus of civil society, offering consultancy 
and facilitation for organisations such as IIED, HIVOS, 
BOND, CAB, Authentic Investor and CISL. 

www.jenMorgan.net

If you wish to speak 
to one of the trainers 
to find out if this is for 
you then please feel free 
to contact us:

Linda MitCheLL 
07947 507382

jen Morgan  
07725 476259
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